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During the Bisbee Summer Workshop, I will write prose reflections on a journal I 

kept during my cancer diagnosis and surgery in 2008. This would be the first time since 

the events that I would have the luxury of dedicating specific time to processing these 

experiences on the page. 

When I was diagnosed with uterine cancer (the stage and grade initially predicted 

as quite advanced), I began to keep a journal of my experiences, feelings, and thoughts. 

The entries were informal and hand-written, usually quick jottings of a particular day. I 

would like to say I kept copious notes, but—as has happened in the past when I've tried 

to keep a journal—I wasn't especially regular. Looking back on those journal entries, I'm 

struck now by their uncertainty of the future, their preoccupation with my body and my 

life in simple, un-poetic language.  

 For the Bisbee workshop, I will write prose based on the journal entries I have 

now transcribed. I'm thinking of it as a "Before and After Wor(l)ds" project. The original 

journal speculated so much about my future that I think it would be interesting to reflect 

on that "after" world I now inhabit. The reflections might be direct responses to the 

originals but might also improvise, using the original journal entries as starting points. I 

see this workshop as experimental for me as I explore the distance that exists between 

myself now and the original material and events. 



 I also want to explore how these before and after wor(l)ds will fit in my thesis, 

which stands now as a working collection of personal essays. Could this take up a third of 

the thesis? Could the entire thesis be devoted to these reflections? It will be very helpful 

for me to get feedback from my peers about what they find interesting in both content and 

form in my new work this summer.  

The reading samples I’ve chosen for the class offer a range of possibilities to 

explore and model from accomplished writers writing about illness. These forms include 

essays, fragments of prose, lists, definitions, and research, among others. I’m looking 

forward to trying out new strategies for putting my experiences on the page and getting 

feedback from others about what does and doesn’t work.   

  



Reading List:   

 

Excerpts from: 

Jean-Dominique Bauby, The Diving Bell and The Butterfly 

 

Anatole Broyard, Intoxicated by my illness    

 

*Joan Didion, The Year of Magical Thinking 

 

Thomas Larson, The Memoir and the Memoirist 

 

Gwyneth Lewis, Sunbathing in the Rain 

 

Lucia Perillo, I've Heard The Vultures Singing 

 

*May Sarton, After the Stroke 

 

*Susan Sontag, Illness as Metaphor 

 

Virginia Woolf, "On Being Ill" 

 

 

*Due to page constraints, I didn’t include segments of these pieces for the class, but have 

recently read these excellent books with this project in mind. 

 

 

 

 

 


